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1 Preliminaries

The goal of the presented research is to facilitate the empirical performance analysis of dis-

tributed ledger technologies (DLTs) by providing a systematic methodology for designing and

performing measurements, and validating and analyzing measurement data.

1.1 Motivations of the Research

The rapidly increasing number of online service users made the performance and scalability of

computer systems a high priority. Most systems are expected to exhibit a soft-realtime behav-
ior [But+05], reducing their response time as much as possible. Such performant systems require

the system-wide balanced design of the provided services, corresponding software stack, and the

allocated resources. Performance is not just a question of powerful hardware anymore.

Software performance engineering (SPE) [WFP07; MAD04; SW06; Smi07] is a development

methodology for ensuring the proper design of the software throughout its life-cycle to meet

certain extra-functional requirements [CD09], e.g., performance, scalability, availability, and per-

formability. Failing to meet such requirements can affect the functionality of the system (beside

negatively impacting user satisfaction [Ame+20]), e.g., critical system components becoming un-

available during a request overload.

The close monitoring of the key performance indicators (KPIs, e.g., the average time for serv-

ing a book search request) of the operational, deployed system can validate whether the system

meets its performance objectives. KPIs rely on and/or aggregate lower-level performance metrics,
such as response time (latency) or throughput. The response time denotes the time it takes for a

response to arrive for a user request. The throughput of a system is defined as the number of

requests successfully served in a given unit time (e.g., requests per minute).

The monitoring of user-perceived external performance metrics provides insights about cus-

tomer satisfaction and indicates whether the expected service level agreements (SLAs) are met. In

contrast, the monitoring of internal performance metrics of the system facilitates the diagnosis of
detected performance anomalies and the identification of bottlenecks [IHE15; Pei+14]. However,

the design and operation of modern software systems and microservice-oriented architectures

exhibit a shift towards virtualization
1
[KNP13] and containerization

2
[Pah15], resulting in inher-

ently distributed systems [VT17]. The amount of collected metrics in such an environment can

be overwhelming. Correspondingly, the collected metrics must be structured and a systematic

methodology for performance anomaly diagnosis and bottlenecks identification (via the analysis

of many-dimensional measurement data) must become an integral part of the system life-cycle.

The SPE process (Fig. 1) continuously evaluates the system performance based on the given

performance objectives and constructed performance models:

1. Understanding the system involves the identification of system architecture and compo-

nents that affect the performance (e.g., operating system, middlewares, databases, applica-

tion software).

2. Characterizing the workload includes the identification of workload items that the system

will serve.

3. Measurement of the system under test (SUT) collects measurement data (through sensor

instrumentation) that can indicate system performance.

4. Developing performance models is crucial to predict the change in performance when the

system architecture or its environment changes.

5. Verifying and validating the model ensures that the right performance model is consid-

ered for the system (validation), and that the performance metrics derived from the model

1https://www.spiceworks.com/marketing/reports/state-of-virtualization/ (Accessed: 2022-06-20)
2https://www.capitalone.com/tech/cloud/container-adoption-statistics/ (Accessed: 2022-06-20)
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Figure 1: Software performance engineering process [MAD04].

are accurate reflection of the actual system performance or the model requires calibra-

tion [MAD94; SW02].

6. Forecasting workload evolution deals with the possible future changes in the workload fol-

lowing system modifications.

7. Predicting system performance ensures that potential performance issues (e.g., stemming

from inadequate architectural decisions) are uncovered as early in the system life-cycle as

possible.

8. Analyzing performance scenarios consists of using validated performancemodels andwork-

load forecasts to gain insights about possible future changes in the system.

In the early phases of the development (when operational system components are unavail-

able) speculative quantitative performance models can approximate and asses the performance

impacts of specific design and resource allocation choices. As the system design evolves, so do

the richness and faithfulness of quantitative models, resulting in more accurate performance

evaluation results.

While operational system components are unavailable, the model-based approaches can rely

purely on historical data (if a previous or a similar system already exists) and a priori expert

knowledge of the system behavior. However, once the system (or part of it) is operational, per-

forming a measurement-based identification of system behavior becomes possible. The acquired

measurement data serve multiple purposes, such as model validation, model parametrization, or

model extraction [Abi+18; Mas+18; JB18].

The increasing complexity of systems, their environments (using virtualization and con-

tainerization technologies), and their workload characteristics make the creation of speculative

quantitative models cumbersome, or even unfeasible. Instead, developers and operators must rely

on the measurement-based evaluation of the system. However, an abstract model of the system

behavior is still desired to facilitate the understanding of system performance characteristics by

analyzing the empirical measurements.

Qualitative modelling [For08; For11] is an approach for building phenomenological models

derived from the empirical observations of the system. Qualitative models apply the samemathe-

matical rigor as quantitativemodels. However, qualitativemodels capture the system behavior on

a higher abstraction level, making them more scalable compared to quantitative models. More-

over, the identification of high-level qualitative models can heuristically guide the creation of
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refined quantitative models.

Model- and measurement-based performance evaluation complement each other. In the early

stages of system development, quantitative models largely rely on estimated parameter values

(based on historical data, behavior of similar systems, or expert knowledge) in the absence of

operational system components. Once the system is – even if just partially – implemented, then

performance measurements can reveal the effective characteristics of the system behavior.

1.2 Measurement-based Performance Analysis Challenges

Measurement-based, empirical performance analysis builds on observations obtained from the

running system itself, thus circumventingmodel validity questions (i.e., whether the performance

model is a faithful representation of the production/developing system or not). Moreover, em-

pirical analyses can also facilitate the identification or refinement of performance model pa-

rameters. Accordingly, measurement-based performance analysis is an unavoidable pillar of the

performance evaluation of a system, whether complemented by model-based approaches or not.

However, the technical metrology of measurement-based performance evaluation poses spe-

cific challenges throughout its different steps (Fig. 2). The technical SUTs are usually very com-

plex, both in the terms of their architecture and potential state space. Poor performance dimen-

sioning (stemming from architectural design or misconfiguration) can lead to service-level vio-

lations, or the malfunctioning of the system, even in the case of short overloads.

Instrumentation Measurement
Data cleaning & 

enriching

Measurement 

data analysis

Figure 2: Typical empirical performance analysis steps [KP22].

Instrumentation, the insertion of sensors into the system, plays an important role in system

observability, i.e., the degree to which an observer can reconstruct the internal state of a system

based on its outputs. However, sensor placement must consider and balance multiple aspects:

intrusiveness (i.e., the overhead of gathering measurement data); development time/cost; and

sufficient amount of resulting measurement data to ensure system observability.

The performance measurement of distributed systems must account for the general problem

of clock synchronization between computing nodes. Accurate timestamping of measurement

data is critical to ensure the proper reconstruction of event causality in the system. The appli-

cation of clock synchronization protocols – e.g., the network time protocol (NTP) [Mil91] or the

more advanced precision time protocol
3
(PTP) [Wat+16] – can ensure the proper timestamping

of measurement data.

The workload – to which the system is subjected – is a crucial part of the measurement. The

relevance of acquired results highly depend on the representativeness of the selected workload.

A representative workload mimics the (expected or historical) real workload as much as possible.

Workloads can be characterized as either natural, or artificial, based on the manner and source

from which the workload items are constructed.

Clean and detailed data is a prerequisite for many performance analysis tasks, such as bottle-

neck identification. Large-scale system observations constitute as big data, but more importantly,

as many-dimensional data. Data is harvested from multiple layers of numerous system compo-

nents, ranging from boundary-level response times to infrastructure-level resource utilization

metrics. Bottleneck identification in such a context is a complex diagnostic process. It is a priori

unknown how deep the analysis must drill down to uncover root causes of performance anoma-

lies.

3https://standards.ieee.org/ieee/1588/6825/ (Accessed: 2022-06-20)
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The analysis of the gathered measurement data necessitates exploratory data analysis (EDA).
EDA is, by its nature, a highly adaptive and iterative process for identifying a model of the system

behavior. Usually, a domain expert is in charge of guiding the drill-down process if something

peculiar is detected from the point of view of the application. The exhaustiveness and quality of

this exploration process heavily depend on the domain knowledge of the expert, the automation

of the elementary steps, and a proper navigation along the process and the data [Str+12; Gar+08;

PS08; YRW07].

The complexity of modern systems (both their architecture and the magnitude of observed

data) necessitates the rigorous support of themeasurement process with a priori (preconstructed)

expert models. Such a supporting methodology must cover the following aspects of measure-

ments:

1. Modelling system activities based on a supporting metamodel;

2. Modelling the instrumentation and observability of the system, with respect to its per-

formed activities;

3. Modelling the dynamic allocation of resources to system services;

4. Relating the measured data (e.g., activity times) with the applied metrology approach (e.g.,

the sensor providing the data).

1.3 Distributed Ledger Technologies

The last decade brought forth a disruptive technological and system architectural paradigm,

namely distributed ledger technologies (DLT). Bitcoin [Nak08] assembled some previously known

concepts ingeniously in 2008, giving rise to a new cryptocurrency. The core idea is that peers in

an open peer-to-peer network concurrently validate (logically and cryptographically) and track

system transactions – the transfer of ”coins” between pseudonymous asset holders.

The use cases of distributed, ”trustless,” Bitcoin-inspired peer-to-peer systems are wider than

managing cryptocurrencies. This inspiration gave rise to numerous, continuously evolving sys-

tems. These all modify the ”Bitcoin architecture” (and protocol) in fundamental ways, but the

following aspects do not vary:

1. Users submit transactions to the system (exercising a selected service of the platform);

2. Peers participate in a consensus protocol to maintain a consistent state of the system;

3. Peers commit the approved transactions to their local copy of the blockchain.

The Bitcoin network provides a built-in and barely customizable business logic mecha-

nism (”Bitcoin scripts”) for managing the associated Bitcoin cryptocurrency. A few years later,

Ethereum [But14] fundamentally changed how we think about distributed ledgers by introduc-

ing smart contracts in the system. The Ethereum network still manages a native cryptocurrency

(named Ether), but users are now able to deploy smart contracts to the ledger. Smart contracts

are pieces of executable code (executed by the Turing-complete EthereumVirtual Machine, EVM)

that can implement arbitrary business logic.

A common trait of Bitcoin and Ethereum is that both are public and permissionless systems

that manage a native cryptocurrency. The networks are public, thus everyone can see (read) the

content of the ledger, and permissionless, so everyone can update (write) the contents, according

to the platform’s consensus mechanism. However, the smart contract paradigm gave rise to a

different class of DLTs that are private and permissioned.
Private and permissioned DLTs are bespoke platforms, tailored for enterprise use cases. Pri-

vate DLTs constrain the access to the ledger content to known and authenticated participants.

Correspondingly, private and permissioned DLTs are closed networks with known participants,

thus known topology, making it possible to apply traditional performance engineering method-

ologies (unlike for global and public networks). The Hyperledger Foundation
4
(governed by the

4https://www.hyperledger.org/ (Accessed: 2022-06-20)
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Linux Foundation
5
) hosts a number of open-source, private and permissioned DLT projects, such

as Hyperledger Fabric
6
, and corresponding tooling projects, like Hyperledger Caliper,

7
the offi-

cial performance benchmarking tool of the Hyperledger Foundation.

The performance analysis and characterization of novel service solutions (e.g., DLTs) are

critical to facilitate general adoption, and integration. However, the application of SPE (and

measurement-based system identification) to complex distributed systems still has several chal-

lenges to overcome.

1.4 Summary of Challenges

Challenge 1: Defining a systematic workflow for the empirical performance eval-
uation of distributed systems. Distributed systems (inherently arising by using vir-

tualization and containerization approaches for service-oriented solutions) consist of

multiple distributed, interacting services (executed through additional middleware lay-

ers), making empirical performance evaluation a challenge. Can the performance eval-

uation of such systems follow a rigorous, widely applicable methodology?

Challenge 2: Combining the behavior and observability modelling of distributed
systems into a common framework. The analysis of performance measurement

data requires a thorough knowledge of the system behavior, commonly encapsulated

in the form of behavior models. Moreover, performance measurements necessitate the

careful instrumentation of the system for sufficient observability. Is it possible to de-

fine a formal modeling framework capable of unifying the behavior and observability

aspects of a system in an intuitive manner?

Challenge 3: Aiding the model-based evaluation of system observability through
automation. Service-oriented solutions utilize many smaller components, probably

originating from different vendors. While each component in itself provides a certain

degree of observability, the overall observability of the composite system still remains

a question. Is it possible to formally, and automatically reason about the system ob-

servability, based on information from the individual components?

Challenge 4: Performing systematic validation of gathered performance mea-
surement data. Performance measurements can originate from multiple components

and multiple layers of a complex, distributed system. Thus, such collected data is con-

sidered as highly multidimensional, and even big data. Moreover, sensor data harness

can be considered a real-time and critical task from the point of system operation.

Correspondingly, measurement data requires additional semantic validation beside the

usual syntactic checks of the ETL process. Is it possible to systematically guide such

semantic validations and argue about the correctness of measurement data?

Challenge 5: Performingmodel-guided, hierarchical diagnosis of performance is-
sues. The diagnosis of performance issues is a challenging task in complex distributed

systems due to the complexity of the gathered measurement data alone. The analysis

must be able to explain the possible causes of the issue in a form that is easily inter-

pretable by system operators, upon which they can begin corrective steps. Is it possible

to guide the diagnosis through the different layers of the system and its environment

in an easy-to-interpret, possibly automated way?

The research presented in the thesis addresses these challenges and in particular aims to pro-

vide a common, reusable framework for systematic, measurement-based performance analysis.

The framework allows experts to rigorously evaluate the performance of complex systems to

5https://www.linuxfoundation.org/ (Accessed: 2022-06-20)
6https://www.hyperledger.org/use/fabric (Accessed: 2022-06-20)
7https://www.hyperledger.org/use/caliper (Accessed: 2022-06-20)
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ensure proper design and configuration. The thesis presents solutions for the listed challenges in

the context of DLTs and benchmark-based performance evaluation, even though the challenges

are common for distributed systems in general. However, arguments are offered about the gen-

eralization of the results for domains other than DLTs.

The thesis presents new scientific results in the form of a systematic, empirical performance

evaluation workflow with detailed substeps:

1. A high-level workflow for empirical performance evaluation through designing and exe-

cuting performance measurements (Contribution 1);

2. A formal framework for unified behavior and observability modelling and automation

(Contribution 2);

3. A systematic approach for validating and analyzing multidimensional data, typical in per-

formance measurements (Contribution 3).

Table 1 presents how the results relate to the described challenges, while Fig. 3 places the

contributions into the context of the SPE process.
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Figure 3: Relation of challenges and contributions to the SPE process.
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Challenge
1 2 3 4 5

Contribution 1 Chapter 3 ●

Contribution 2 Chapter 4 ● ●

Contribution 3 Chapter 5 ● ●

Table 1: Relations between contributions and challenges in the thesis.

2 Background

This section briefly presents the related background knowledge required to understand the con-

tributions of the dissertation. The section overviews the high-level consensus processes of two

fundamentally different versions of the Hyperledger Fabric DLT platform. Furthermore, it intro-

duces the TPC-C OLTP benchmark that is used as a case study for the majority of contributions

in this research. Additional modeling foundations and detailed workings of the employed tech-

nologies are only introduced in the dissertation.

2.1 Hyperledger Fabric

Hyperledger Fabric (HLF, [And+18]) is an open-source, permissioned blockchain implementation,

governed by the Linux Foundation as part of the Hyperledger umbrella project. Fabric maintains

a consistent ledger and database state replicated among a closed set of network participants,

using the blockchain data structure. Fabric supports the deployment of general-purpose smart

contracts, called chaincodes, that can manipulate the shared state through atomic transactions.

2.1.1 Initial v0.6 version

HLF v0.6 employs a traditional ”order-execute” style consensus protocol. The general working of

HLF v0.6 can be summarized as follows (Fig. 4). Clients dispatch requests towards the system and

these requests are globally ordered with the help of a consensus protocol. Once the peers agreed

on the order of transactions, each peer locally executes the required smart contracts (business

logic) sequentially, in the specific order. Finally, the effects of these transactions are persisted

onto storage (inserted into the blockchain) in the same order on every peer.

Hyperledger Fabric integrates state-of-the-art technologies to provide a scalable and robust

blockchain platform. The operation of the system can be divided into twomain steps: transaction

batch ordering with a (pluggable) consensus protocol, and sequential smart contract execution.

2.1.2 Release v1 version

In contrast to v0.6, a single physical network of HLF v1 nodes can maintain multiple ledgers

simultaneously, using Fabric’s channelmechanism. A channel is essentially a ”virtualized” ledger,

grouping maintaining participants and their nodes. Almost every operation in Fabric is channel-

scoped, including chaincode executions.

A Fabric solution consists of three types of components: i) client applications; ii) ordering

services nodes (OSN); iii) and peer nodes. Client applications are responsible for assembling and

submitting transactions to the other node types, i.e., initiating the consensus protocol. Clients

can access the shared state only through chaincode invocations. OSNs batch transactions into

ordered blocks for efficient processing, then distribute them to the peer nodes. Peer nodesmanage

the execution of transactions through chaincodes and validate the blocks, continuously updating

the ledger with the results of valid transactions.

8
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Figure 4: The general architecture of a Hyperledger Fabric v0.6 setup.

Fabric’s consensus mechanism adopts a novel ”execute-order-validate” approach to promote

scalability, in contrast to the ”order-execute” style protocol of, for example, Ethereum and Fabric

v0.6.

The high-level steps of the consensus are: i) transactions are executed and endorsed by indi-

vidual peer nodes independently of each other; ii) transactions are globally ordered and batched

into blocks by the OSNs; iii) the blocks of transactions are validated by the peer nodes, and valid

results are added to the state.

The execution sequence of the Fabric consensus protocol contains the following steps (see

the official documentation for technical details
8
):

1. Transaction endorsement: the clients assembles a transaction proposal and sends it to mul-

tiple peers for endorsement. The endorsement consists of executing the corresponding

smart contract and returning the results and accompanying endorsement (in case of suc-

cessful execution) to the client.

2. Transaction ordering: once the client received a sufficient number of endorsements, it as-

sembles them into a transaction envelope, and submits it for ordering to an ordering service

node.

3. Block validation and commit: once the ordering service created a new block of ordered

transactions, it broadcasts the block to the peers of the network. The peers validate the

contents and results of each transaction and mark transactions invalidated due to data ac-

cess conflicts. Finally, the peers commit the valid transaction results into the state database

and notify the client.

As the list demonstrates, the Fabric consensus protocol comprises numerous activities span-

ning and replicated on multiple services. The rigorous performance analysis of the protocol ne-

cessitates a systematic methodology that leaves no stones unturned.

2.2 Performance benchmarks

Performance benchmarking aims at the comparison of different candidate software/hardware

solutions from the point of view of performance and price/performance ratio. Public benchmark

results are extremely useful in selecting a particular sub-system for integration into an appli-

8https://hyperledger-fabric.readthedocs.io/en/release-1.4/ (Accessed: 2022-06-20)
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cation. On the one hand, comparing the benchmark results with the designated characteristics

of the system under development narrows the design space to realistic candidates. On the other

hand, benchmarks support a comparison of candidate solution from the economic point of view,

as well.

TPC benchmarks specify a detailed set of measurement and experimental requirements. The

TPC-C performance benchmark specifies
9
an online transaction processing (OLTP) workload

that simulates the typical activity of a wholesale supplier. The specification describes a mix of

read-only and read-write operations that mimic the complexity and performance characteris-

tics of similar real-life applications. Furthermore, a scalable logical database design details the

participating entities, their relationships, and their attributes.

2.2.1 Database design and scale

The core entities of the data model are warehouses, each having ten sales districts. Warehouses

maintain stock information about the 100k items sold by the company. Each district serves 3k

customers by maintaining order, new order, order item, and history information for all customers.

The specification also states that each warehouse has ten associated remote terminals which
emit requests on customer activity – i.e., the workload. Correspondingly, increasing the number

of warehouses, the single scaling parameter of TPC-C, scales not only the size of the database,

but also the arrival rate of the workload.

2.2.2 Transaction profiles

The standard specifies multiple types of requests (i.e., transaction profiles) to mimic typical

wholesale supplier operations. Different profiles exhibit different characteristics regarding their

data access pattern, execution frequency, and timing constraints. TPC-C defines the following

transaction profiles: placing new orders, conducting payment, checking order status, delivering

order, and checking stock level.

3 Research Methods and New Results

The core component of a measurement-based performance evaluation is the SUT. As part of the
evaluation (or the system design), the SUT is instrumented with sensors to facilitate its observ-

ability. Then, the SUT is deployed in a designated environment, reflective of its intended produc-
tion use case. Finally, the SUT is subjected to a predefined workload to measure its responses and

characterize system performance through data analysis. The SUT-environment-workload triple

constitutes the measured object. The thesis proposes modelling, measurement, and data analysis

solutions related to the measured object.

Research Methods Following the classification of [Ama11], this research follows the experi-
mental, build, and model methodologies.

The model methodology focuses on ”defining an abstract model for a real system.” The thesis

proposes a metamodelling framework kernel for the unified modelling of system activities and

their observability. Furthermore, the framework enables the automatic assessment of the overall

system observability based on the individual observability of activities and activity relations. The

framework serves as a performance measurement modelling kit for modelers to easily create

modular system behavior models, automate the assessment of system observability, and guide

measurement data analysis tasks. Moreover, the thesis presents detailed behavior models of the

Hyperledger Fabric consensus process and the TPC-C performance benchmark as a case study.

9http://tpc.org/tpc_documents_current_versions/pdf/tpc-c_v5.11.0.pdf (Accessed: 2022-06-20)
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The build methodology ”consists of building an artifact [...] to demonstrate that it is possible.”
The thesis includes multiple artifacts used throughout the evaluation of the research results.

A distributed measurement and monitoring environment provided detailed measurement data

about Hyperledger Fabric. The thesis also presents the ”blockchainified” version of the tradi-

tional TPC-C benchmark for Hyperledger Fabric, both in the form of a smart contract and the

corresponding workload. Moreover, I take part as maintainer and core developer in the develop-

ment of Hyperledger Caliper, the official DLT benchmarking tool of the Hyperledger Foundation.

Caliper provided the workload generation aspect of measurements, including the generation of

the TPC-C workload and the partial collection of measurement data.

Finally, the experimental methodology is used ”to evaluate new solutions for problems,” pri-
marily evaluating the artifacts produced by the other methodologies. The thesis presents the

empirical performance analysis of Hyperledger Fabric for the TPC-C benchmark execution. The

analysis includes the construction of detailed behavior models, the harness of measurement data,

and a systematic validation and analysis of measurements using EDA. All performed tasks build

on the research results presented in the thesis.

The dissertation builds on well-established results and frameworks from the fields of knowl-

edge representation [VLP08], formal specifications, constraint solving, and metamodelling the-

ory.

The results were evaluated and applied through multiple measurement campaigns. However,

the thesis presents the results in the context of a single case study to facilitate future compar-

ative analysis of traditional centralized and DLT-based systems: the TPC-C OLTP performance

benchmark execution on Hyperledger Fabric was modelled, measured, and evaluated, building

on the results of the thesis.

3.1 Refinement-based Performance Evaluation Workflow for DLTs

The inherent complexity of empirical performance evaluation necessitates the definition of a rig-

orous workflow to guide the evaluation and help document the results. Such a workflow must

take the service-oriented design and architecture of modern systems (e.g., novel DLT solutions)

into account. Moreover, the service-based definition of the system enables performing the eval-

uation only on parts of the system (i.e., on a subsystem), lowering both the cost of the evaluation

and the number of controllable variables during the measurement process.

Systematic empirical evaluation workflow Uncovering the performance characteristics of

a complex system through measurements is initially an explorative, thus inherently iterative pro-
cess. The proposed process of Contribution 1 (Fig. 5) relies on the functional model of the system
architecture [BP10] to define the entities of interest for measurement and to guide the evaluation.

If the result of an evaluation is deemed insufficient (e.g., the analyst cannot form viable hypothe-

ses), then a drill-down operation can increase the granularity (i.e., level of detail) of selected com-

ponents in the functional model to yield more detailed results in the subsequent, refined (higher

granularity) iteration of the evaluation.

The drill-down operation [SAM98] is an elementary operation of online analytical processing
(OLAP) that includes further details into an analysis process, usually by ”navigating” along the

levels of a hierarchy guided by ”interesting” values or observations (depending on the application

domain). The application of the drill-down operation in the context of empirical evaluation im-

plies that lower-level (relative to the current granularity) ”black box” components are modelled

and measured only on demand, by subsequent iterations of the evaluation.

The system behavior is always evaluated with respect to targeted and predefined operating

conditions of the SUT (including the selection of a representative workload) to ensure the cor-

rectness and relevance of gathered insights. The instrumentation and test harness design of the

11
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SUT rely on a priori knowledge about the system behavior, its observability, configuration space,

and the available resources.

After the measurements, an EDA process facilitates (by developing hypotheses) the bottle-

neck identification and qualitative performance characterization of the SUT. If the derived in-

sights are not sufficient to faithfully capture the performance characteristics of the SUT, then the

evaluation process must be repeated on the parts of the system requiring further identification.

Identified bottleneck components can be the subject of further sensitivity analyses, where

the effect of environmental or parameter changes to the performance of the critical components

is investigated. At the end, the evaluation workflow provides insights into the performance char-

acteristic of the system, enabling the building of quantitative and qualitative models as part of

the SPE process.
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Figure 5: The proposed systematic performance evaluation workflo [Koc+18].

Iterative refinement of the empirical evaluation Increasing the resolution of the evalua-

tion usually means the refinement of system models and increasing the number of sensors gath-

ering measurement data. Then, the entire experiment is repeated to allow the gathering of more

detailed measurement data, leading to more detailed insights as outcome.

However, performing the experiment multiple times on the entire system can be time-

consuming and costly. The contribution proposes a component-in-the-loop (CiL) approach to al-

low guided diagnostic, meaning that only the identified bottleneck components are re-evaluated,

reducing the time and costs of the overall evaluation process. Note, however, that performing the

evaluation only on a subset of system components raises additional challenges.

While representative workload definitions are available (or can be constructed) on the

system-level, the construction of component-level workloads is cumbersome. Internal system

components can distort the ”structure” of system-level requests in obscure ways, hindering the

derivation of equally representative component inputs. The contribution proposes the introduc-

tion of a record-replaymechanism of requests at the boundary of selected components to alleviate

the challenge of component-based evaluation.

Systematic empirical evaluation of DLTs DLT networks are mainly composed of transac-

tion execution functionalities, distributed (and replicated) along multiple services (and corre-

sponding resources). Moreover, nodes in a DLT network participate in complex consensus activ-

ities to determine the validity of the transactions. The proposed workflow was evaluated on two

significantly different versions of the enterprise-grade, private and permissioned Hyperledger

Fabric DLT: the pre-release v0.6, and the stable v1.0 versions.

The v0.6 version employs a conceptually simpler, order-execute consensus approach, where

transactions are first batched into blocks (i.e., ordered), then sequentially executed before writing

12
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Operation Service time Notes

Transaction admission 1.5 ms/transaction Highly parallel

Batch consensus 45 ms/batch Highly adaptable

Transaction execution 540 − 750 ms/batch Sequential execution

Block creation 3 − 42 ms/batch Highly depends on workload

Table 2: Typical request service times of consensus steps.

their side effects into the ledger. The evaluation identified the sequential transaction execution

step as the bottleneck (Table 2).

Moreover, further instrumentation revealed that the majority of transaction execution time

stems from the state database access. Accordingly, a component-focused state database evalua-

tion was carried out using the proposed record-replay approach. The evaluation demonstrated

that trivial configuration changes of the state database – with respect to the hard-coded and

immutable default settings – can significantly affect the throughput of the component.

The v1.0 version of Hyperledger Fabric completely redesigned its architecture to overcome

the throughput limitations of the v0.6 version. The new consensus process with its execute-order-

validate schema became more complex by distributing it among multiple types of processing

nodes (ordering service and peer nodes). Moreover, the reconstruction of transaction timelines

requires the correlation of distributed traces, resulting in highly multidimensional measurement

data that further complicates bottleneck identification, for example.

The given complexity of the SUT raised numerous challenges even in the first iteration of

the proposed workflow. Correspondingly, the workflow required further metrology-related ex-

tensions to facilitate and guide the systematic execution of certain steps: SUT behaviormodelling,

instrumentation design, distributed measurement data correlation and analysis.

Contribution 1 Model-based metrology (in the context of performance measurement)

has decades-long tradition in certain domains such as traditional telecommunication sys-

tems. However, the same support and modelling experience is lacking in the modern and

complex information technology space typical of distributed and heterogeneous service-

oriented systems, such as distributed ledger technologies (DLTs).

Accordingly, I proposed and evaluated a functional decomposition-based iterative work-

flow – guided by data flow network models – for the measurement-based performance

evaluation of DLTs. The proposed workflow differs from the traditional approaches in the

sense that it takes into account the more complex operational behavior of system compo-

nents that can influence the overall system performance in various ways.

1.1 I defined an iterative workflow for the systematic measurement-based performance

evaluation of DLTs guided by functional component and resource models, harmo-

nizing model refinement and data drill-down operations.

1.2 I proposed a workload record-replay-based, component-in-the-loop approach to al-

low an efficient, guided diagnostic of isolated systems components when refining

the evaluation workflow.

1.3 I evaluated the proposed workflow on two major types of DLT architectures. I also

identified further extensions of the workflow to support the metrology-centric eval-

uation of DLTs: the need for formal behavior and instrumentation modelling, and

the model-guided, systematic validation and analysis of distributed measurement

data.
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Results and applications The importance of the results is that the proposed workflow, com-

bined with the CiL approach, enables the model-guided rigorous and systematic performance

evaluation of complex systems in an iterative and hierarchical manner. The evaluation of differ-

ent Hyperledger Fabric versions also demonstrated that the technical, metrology-related steps

of an empirical performance evaluation require additional supporting methodologies beside the

high-level orchestration of the overall evaluation. Moreover, the reported performance findings

prompted the significant redesign of the Hyperledger Fabric architecture and consensus proto-

col. Finally, the proposed workflow is amenable to generalization to other domains that exhibit

a distributed, service-oriented design, such as cloud-enabled Internet of Things (IoT) solutions.

Supporting publications: [j1], [c4], [c5]

3.2 Combined Behavior and Observability Modelling of DLTs

The functional model is only one possible view of the system. While the functional model is suf-

ficient to identify the high-level target components of the measurement process, complex per-

formance analysis tasks (e.g., bottleneck identification, or performance issue diagnosis) require

the collective consideration of (and switching between) multiple views (Fig. 6).

Activity #1 Activity #2 Activity #3 Activity #4

Server #1 Server #2

Interval #1 Interval #2 Interval #3

Service #1 Service #2

API #1 API #2 API #3

Activities

Functionalities

Services

Temporal dynamics

Resources

Executed by

Provided by

Deployed to (during)

Figure 6: Multiple views of a system and their relation [KP22].

Systems expose their functionalities to users (or other systems, or system components)

through precise, predefined application programming interfaces (APIs). Accordingly, functional

models are a natural choice for guiding and refining the empirical measurement process, since

they reflect the boundaries between the users and the system, or between the system components.

However, the logical functional model alone is insufficient to capture behavioral and physical as-
pects of the system, as required for bottleneck identification and performance issue diagnosis,

respectively.

The behavioral aspect includes knowledge about the activities of the system, executed by the

different system functions. The detailed modelling, instrumentation, and measurement of system

activities enable the identification of bottlenecks, i.e., the activities that contribute the most to

request processing times. Moreover, the drill-down operation is also applicable in the activity

view of the system, i.e., subsequent iterations of the evaluation can increase the granularity of the

activity model if lower-level bottleneck identification is required. For example, an initial activity

model associates each API call with a corresponding high-level activity, e.g., book search. Then,
subsequent iterations can refine the high-level activity into multiple subactivities, such as search
book in cache, and search book in database. And so on, until the granularity of the identified

bottleneck is sufficient to act on, e.g., an inefficient database query requires improvement.

The physical organization and deployment view of the system also plays a crucial role in

the diagnosis of performance issues. The most prominent case is the parasitic interference of
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functionalities, when sharing a common resource affects the performance of multiple function-

alities, independently of their respective load. Accordingly, a proper diagnosis requires a detailed

knowledge about the relation of system functionalities and corresponding resources.

The logical functions of a system are provided by different executable services in the form of

operating system processes (either running as a containerized application or natively). A single

service can expose multiple (typically closely related) functionalities. However, microservice-

oriented architectures aim for a one-to-one mapping of functionalities and services to increase

manageability and independent scaleability of services (thus functionalities). When a service

provides multiple functionalities, then the possibility of parasitic interference within the service

is evident, as multiple functionalities correspond to multiple independently (and concurrently)

executed requests.

Parasitic interference (in a less evident form) can also occur across logically independent ser-
vices when they share common resources. Thus uncovering such interferences requires knowl-

edge about the resourceswhere the services are deployed to. However, such deployment mappings

are rarely static in today’s environments that offer infrastructure as code (IaC) and service as code

(SaC) solutions. Such ubiquitous solutions allow the system operators to provide their resource

and service requirements in a declarative manner (in the form of desired states and constraints).

Then the IaC or SaC solutions can automatically provision new resources or deploy services to the

available resources, resulting in an automatically managed and dynamically changing service-

resource coupling. Accordingly, the relation of a service to a resource must be anchored in the

temporal domain, i.e., deployment-related knowledge must be associated with a time interval of
validity.

The efficient application of the proposed workflow in Contribution 1 thus requires the collec-

tive consideration of multiple views of the SUT (Fig. 6). Contribution 2 proposes a performance

measurement modelling framework kernel to enable the unified modelling of multiple system

views in order to facilitate and guide the evaluation workflow tasks.

Metamodel kernel for empirical performance measurements The framework provides a

modular and flexible metamodel for the activity-based modeling of system behaviors. The meta-

model elements enable the hierarchical composition of activities utilizing the Allen temporal in-

terval relations [All83]. The same relations facilitate the composition (bridging) of different mod-

els, enabling the compositional modelling of complex systems. Compositional modelling [Hil96;

KS01], in general, allows modelers to organize models into smaller, more manageable, and com-

posable fragments to alleviate modelling complexity. Furthermore, it promotes component model

reusability across different use cases. The framework also enables the modeling of explicit system

observability, i.e., the instrumentation points of the SUT, using the same metamodel.

The framework also provides additional utilities to:

Facilitate metamodelling tasks, e.g., by defining well-formedness and consistency criteria for

the model elements (that can later be enforced by knowledge graph databases, such as

TypeDB
10
).

Enrich the knowledge of the user-created models, e.g., by automatically assessing the overall

system observability.

Automated assessment of system observability The kernel also defined a sensor meta-

model component for the explicit modelling and automated assessment of system observability.

The sensor concepts provide facilities for deriving as much information about system observ-

ability as possible, and in an automated manner.

The proposed automated observability assessment utilizes the explicit observability/sensor

model of the system activities, the compositional semantics of system activities, and the temporal

10https://vaticle.com/ (Accessed: 2022-06-20)
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relations among them. Finally, combining the aforementioned parts of the model with a set of

simple observability propagation rules allows for the formulation of a constraint solving problem

that can uncover implicit observability points in the system, i.e., where measurement data can

be calculated rather than gathered from sensors.

The knowledge about the complete (direct and indirect) observability and behavior of the

system will provide a strong formal foundation for the systematic validation and analysis of

measurement data in later steps of the evaluation workflow. The proposed sub-process of the

system modelling task in the high-level workflow is depicted in Fig. 7.

System 
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Inference

Bridge with 

Additional 

Models

Figure 7: The system modelling workflow when employing the proposed metamodel [KP22].

Compositional modelling of service-oriented systems and user behavior The measured

object also includes the workload of the system, beside the SUT and its deployment environment.

Accordingly, capturing user behavior and coupling it with system activities during modelling

ensures a complete view of the measured object.

Users of the framework can (component-wise) build their own platform andworkloadmodels

while relying on common metamodel elements and vocabulary (Fig. 8). Then, a separate model

component can provide the mapping and integration between the activity and workload model.

The proposed approach was evaluated by modeling the execution of the TPC-C performance

benchmark on the release version of Hyperledger Fabric. The modeling followed a compositional

approach. One model component contained the TPC-C user activities in the form of a simple

customer behavior model graph (CBMG), also including their temporal relation and explicit ob-

servability. A second model component contained the detailed Fabric consensus activity model,

also with temporal relations and observability information. A third, bridging model mapped the

necessary concepts of the first two model, resulting in a ”TPC-C on Fabric” unified measured

object system model.
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Figure 8: Typical structure of system and component models building on the metamodel [KP22].

Based on the final composite model, the implicit observability of the system was automati-

cally assessed, yielding a detailed and completely observable transaction timeline. The resulting

derived knowledge played a crucial role in the systematic measurement data validation and anal-

ysis steps of the evaluation workflow.
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Contribution 2 Various and separate approaches exist for the formal modelling of spe-

cific aspects of general systems to support the validation and verification of desired system

properties. However, such aspect-specific approaches can rarely incorporate multiple as-

pects of a system, such as its behavior, allocated resources, and usage patterns. Moreover,

the measurement and performance data analysis of a system also requires the considera-

tion of an additional, important aspect (beside the collective consideration of the previous

aspects), namely its observability. Such an aspect is often an afterthought even for the

implementation of a system, not to mention its incorporation into system models.

Accordingly, I proposed a kernel performancemeasurement metamodelling framework for

the unified, compositional modelling of the performance measurement of service-oriented

system, including system behavior, deployment, and user behavior modelling, coupled

with a detailed sensor placement aspect for evaluating the observability of the SUT.

2.1 I defined an extensible and modular metamodel kernel for the hierarchical behavior

and observability modeling of service-oriented systems.

2.2 I proposed a methodology for the automated observability assessment of composite,

service-oriented systems to facilitate the design of instrumentation and the detailed

analysis of measurement data.

2.3 I proposed a unified, compositional modelling approach of service-oriented systems

and user behavior using the defined metamodel.

Results and applications The importance of the contribution is that it allows the unified

modelling of multiple aspects of the measured object. Correspondingly, it provides (i) a thorough

knowledge-base about the SUT activities, their observability, and the SUT environment (for both

resources and workloads); (ii) and a formal foundation for later measurement data analysis tasks,

such as validation, bottleneck identification or performance issue diagnosis.

Furthermore, the application of the research results can streamline the measurement process

and the data analysis of complex service setups. The applicability of the results was evaluated

through the execution, measurement and performance analysis of the standard TPC-C perfor-

mance benchmark on the Hyperledger Fabric DLT solution.

Supporting publications: [j2], [c7]

3.3 Model-guided Measurement Data Validation and Analysis

Applying the results of Contribution 2 about the unified modelling of the measured object (SUT,

environment, and workload) yields a detailed knowledge-base about the relations of measure-

ment data corresponding to different system activities. Such relations enable the indirect obser-

vation – i.e., calculation – of measurement data, beside the explicit data directly collected through

instrumentation. The calculated measurement data enables the detailed reconstruction of activ-

ity timelines, facilitating later performance analysis tasks. However, such calculations require a

rigorous validation to ensure the consistency of the resulting data set.

Validation of redundant measurement data for fault tolerance The observability infor-

mation and relations in the activity model define how data points of an activity can be calculated

based on related activities. Accordingly, the relations define possible calculations with corre-

sponding flows of input and output measurement data. The activity model also enables the sys-

tematic consistency checks of measurement data, beside its calculation.

A typical scenario of a consistency check is when a data point could be calculated in multiple

ways, based on different explicit observations. If the behavior model is valid (with respect to the
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system behavior) and the instrumentation is correct, then the calculations along multiple paths

should yield the same result.

Furthermore, the calculation results can also uncover causality violations, i.e., when the mea-

sured or calculated data of two activities violate their causal relation in themodel. Such violations

manifest themselves as negative duration values and can hint at, for example, clockmisalignment

issues in the distributed setup (among other errors).

Fig. 9 presents an example where the beginning of the State Validation Fabric consensus

activity can be calculated in two different ways, by propagating measurement data. However,

the two calculation paths yielded two different results, raising the question of model validity or

instrumentation correctness. In this example, it was a model construction error caused by the

misleading structure of a log message (a form of instrumentation).

State val. & com.

Block com.State val. State com.

Legend
      : Beginning               : Measured
      : Duration                    : Calculated
      : End

Legend
      : Beginning               : Measured
      : Duration                    : Calculated
      : End

Figure 9: Example of a data calculation inconsistency through multiple paths [KP22].

Performance impact analysis of blockchainification DLTs provide an alternative solution

to many traditional, centralized systems. DLTs help shift the trust in cooperative and compet-

itive markets from the individual participants to the technology itself. Accordingly, the partial

or complete ”blockchainification” of existing solutions receives significant attention. However,

the performance impact of DLTs is still unclear, their proper performance characterization is

required for a future, wider adoption of the technology.

Unfortunately, standardized and technology-specificmacro-benchmarks are lacking for DLTs

currently. However, TPC-C is still relevant for DLTs due to its (physical) warehouse data model

and order management transactions – both reflective of such use cases as blockchain-assisted

supply chain management and cooperative digital manufacturing. Consequently, traditional

database performance benchmarks can be a common denominator in assessing the current level

of DLT performance compared to centralized solutions. Accordingly, I presented a translation of

the relation data model of TPC-C to a Hyperledger Fabric-style key-value storage abstraction,

along with a layered smart contract and workload generator design.

I conducted a high-level response time (latency) analysis for the execution of TPC-C on Hy-

perledger Fabric, and compared the results to the official TPC-C benchmark results for central-

ized systems. The analysis demonstrated that Hyperledger Fabric can provide latencies in the

same magnitude as centralized system. Moreover, I investigated the performance threats of the

blockchainification of critical cyber-physical system services. Such services require timely re-

quest processing where higher latencies are not tolerated and lead to safety concerns.

Systematic performance measurement data analysis The detailed knowledge-base and

model of the measured object enables the rigorous and systematic analysis of measurement data.

I proposed a refinement (Fig. 10) of the performance domain-specific data analysis task of the

high-level workflow. Furthermore, I evaluated the subworkflow through the analysis of TPC-C

measurement data obtained from its execution on Hyperledger Fabric.
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Figure 10: Proposed model-guided workflow for measurement data validation and analysis

[KP22].

The first, data correlation and validation step deals with correlating the distributed traces

(originating from different services) of transactions and checking for potentially omitted data (as

part of missing data analysis). The validation process helped uncover a bug in the Hyperledger

Caliper workload generator that resulted in erroneous trace data for transactions, hindering their

correlation.

The second, measurement data calculation step is the systematic application of relations en-

coded in the observability and activity models to derive additional data from the explicit ob-

servations. The calculation resulted in 84 measurement data points for each transaction, greatly

facilitating further analysis tasks and also providing a detailed data set for other performance

analysis techniques, e.g., process mining.

The third, model and measurement data validation step ensures that the calculated data set

is consistent with our knowledge about the system, i.e., with the system model. Validating the

measurement data against the temporal constraints of the model revealed

• a modelling error, where an activity was missing from the model;

• measurement noises, resulting in negligible deviations from constraints;

• and a measurement setup error, manifesting as causal violations of activities, caused by

the improper clock synchronization among nodes.

The last, explicit performance analysis task can build on rich and rigorously validated mea-

surement data at this point. I presented a model-guided, hierarchical bottleneck identification

and root cause diagnosis approach. The approach demonstrates that uncovering the root cause

of a performance issue can be a straightforward process by relying solely on the activity relations

encoded in the system models (Fig. 11). Moreover, I demonstrated that the approach applicable

to uncover performance issues caused by the presence of software faults in the system.

Contribution 3 General semantic data analysis is an open research topic. It is chal-

lenging to automatically identify hidden relations among a general set of variables to aid

later data analysis phases. However, given a specific domain and a priori knowledge of

relations among domain concepts (as defined in Contribution 2 for performance measure-

ments), previously general data analysis tasks can benefit greatly (and even automatically)

from such domain-specific knowledge.

Accordingly, I defined a novel model-guided methodology (amenable to automation) for

the systematic validation and analysis of performance measurement data. The method-

ology enables the systematic consistency checks and exploratory analysis of many-

dimensional and distributed measurement data (inherent in DLT solutions), facilitating

subsequent performance analysis tasks, such as bottleneck identification and performance

anomaly diagnosis.

3.1 I proposed an approach for the model-guided calculation of indirect measurement

data, and the validation of redundant measurement data.

3.2 I presented a methodological evaluation of the potential performance impact posed

by DLT-based solutions compared to traditional centralized services.

3.3 I proposed a model-guided methodology for bottleneck identification and perfor-

mance anomaly diagnosis, and evaluated its applicability for DLTs.
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Figure 11: A partial HLF activity time series hierarchy demonstrating a latency anomaly [KP22].

Results and applications The importance of the contribution is that it allows for the sys-

tematic validation and analysis of performance measurement data. The harnessed data needs a

rigorous preprocessing before it can serve as an input to further performance analysis tasks, such

as bottleneck identification or process mining approaches.

A detailed performance evaluation is a prerequisite of the wider adoption of DLTs. The pro-

posed methodology enabled the detailed evaluation of the TPC-C performance benchmark on

Hyperledger Fabric. Furthermore, the methodology is also applicable in the field of fault injec-

tion to assess the performance impact of injected software faults.

Supporting publications: [j2], [j3], [c6], [c7]
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